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b Engineering Department, Cambridge University, Trumpington Street, Cambridge, CB2 1PZ, UK

Abstract

This paper presents some developments in query expansion and document representation of our spoken document

retrieval system and shows how various retrieval techniques a�ect performance for di�erent sets of transcriptions

derived from a common speech source. Modi®cations of the document representation are used, which combine several

techniques for query expansion, knowledge-based on one hand and statistics-based on the other. Taken together, these

techniques can improve Average Precision by over 19% relative to a system similar to that which we presented at

TREC-7. These new experiments have also con®rmed that the degradation of Average Precision due to a word error

rate (WER) of 25% is quite small (3.7% relative) and can be reduced to almost zero (0.2% relative). The overall im-

provement of the retrieval system can also be observed for seven di�erent sets of transcriptions from di�erent recog-

nition engines with a WER ranging from 24.8% to 61.5%. We hope to repeat these experiments when larger document

collections become available, in order to evaluate the scalability of these techniques. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.

Zusammenfassung

Dieser Bericht pr�asentiert einige Entwicklungen zur Fragenerweiterung and Dokumentendarstellung in unserem

Spracherfassungssystem. Verschiedene Erfassungsmethoden, die auf einer Menge von Transkriptionen basieren welche

von g�angigen Textquellen abgeleitet werden, k�onnen auf die Leistung einen Ein¯uss haben. Wir zeigen, daû Modi®-

kationen an der Dokumentendarstellung in Kombination mit verschiedenen Techniken der Fragenerweiterung, die

einerseits wissensbasiert und andererseits statistikbezogen sind, Durchschnittsgenauigkeitverbesserungen von mehr als

19% relativ zu einem �anlichem System im Vergleich zu dem hier pr�asentiertem TREC-7, ergeben. Diese neuen Expe-

rimente haben ebenfalls best�atigt, daû die Durchschnittsgenauigkeitdegradierung, bezogen auf die Wortfehlerrate

(WER) von 25% ziemlich klein sind (3:7% relativ) und sie auf fast auf null reduziert werden k�onnen (0:2% relativ). Die

Gesamtverbesserungen des Spracherfassungssystems wurde auch f�ur sieben verschiedene Mengen von Transkriptionen,

mit Wortfehlerrate zwischen 24:8% und 61:5%, observiert. Wir ho�en, diese Ergebnisse f�ur gr�ossere Dokumenten-

sammlungen zu wiederholen, um die Skalierbarkeit dieser Techniken absch�atzen zu k�onnen. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.

R�esum�e

Cet article pr�esente quelques d�eveloppements dans l'expansion de requête et la repr�esentation des documents de

notre syst�eme de recherche documentaire et montre comment les diverses techniques de recherche a�ectent la perfor-

mance pour di��erents ensembles de transcriptions d�eriv�ees d'une source de parole commune. Des modi®cations de la
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repr�esentation des documents sont e�ectu�ees, qui combinent plusieurs techniques pour l'expansion de requête, fond�ees

sur des connaissances d'une part et sur des statistiques d'autre part. Utilis�ees conjointement, ces techniques peuvent

am�eliorer la Pr�ecision Moyenne de plus de 19%, relativement �a un syst�eme semblable �a celui que nous avons pr�esent�e �a
TREC-7. Ces nouvelles exp�erimentations ont �egalement con®rm�e que la d�egradation de la Pr�ecision Moyenne due �a un

Taux d'Erreur de Mot (WER) de 25% est vraiment faible (3,7% relatif) et peut être r�eduite �a une quantit�e n�egligeable

(0; 2% relatif). L'am�elioration globale du syst�eme de recherche documentaire peut aussi être observ�ee pour sept en-

sembles di��erents de transcriptions provenant de di��erents syst�emes de reconnaissance ayant un WER variant de 24,8%
�a 61,5%. Nous esp�erons reproduire ces exp�erimentations, lorsque de plus grandes collections de documents parl�es

seront disponibles, a®n d'�evaluer le comportement de ces techniques sur de plus gros volumes de donn�ees. Ó 2000

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Accessing information in spoken audio en-
compasses a wide range of problems, in which
spoken document retrieval has an important
place. A set of spoken documents constitutes the
®le for retrieval, to which the user addresses a
request expressing an information need in natural
language.

This original sequence of words is transformed
by the system into a set of query terms intended to
retrieve documents to meet the user's information
need. Thus a good spoken document retrieval
(SDR) system retrieves as many relevant docu-
ments as possible whilst keeping the number of
non-relevant retrieved documents to a minimum.
For this work, we take text-based queries 1 and use
an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system
to produce word-based transcriptions for the
documents.

Following earlier scattered studies, the SDR
evaluation within the seventh Text REtrieval
Conference (TREC-7) (Garofolo et al., 1999)
provided further support for the claim that con-
ventional information retrieval (IR) methods are
applicable to automatically transcribed docu-
ments. When our retrieval system was run on
seven di�erent sets of automatically transcribed
broadcast news texts, from di�erent recognisers
and with a WER varying from 24.8% to 66.2%, the
corresponding range in retrieval performance as

measured by Average Precision was 45±35%
(Johnson et al., 1999b).

But the di�erence in Average Precision between
the best ASR-based system and the manual refer-
ence transcriptions was only 5% relative for our
retrieval engine. We therefore concluded that im-
proving IR performance would probably be more
pro®table than improving ASR performance, and
since the TREC-7 evaluation we have thus fo-
cussed our research on general IR techniques, such
as query expansion, implemented within the
probabilistic retrieval model (PRM) (Sp�arck Jones
et al., 1998), rather than on ASR re®nement.

This conclusion may appear surprising to those
engaged in ASR, but is in line with the results of
three cycles of SDR evaluation in the TREC
Programme. Thus while there is a near-linear
relation between recognition quality and retrieval
performance (Garofolo et al., 1999), the gap be-
tween baseline and best retrieval methods is much
larger than that between human and system tran-
scription for any particular retrieval method, a
point reinforced by cross-recogniser retrieval
results. The implication is that once a reasonable
level of ASR performance has been achieved, try-
ing to improve it further is less valuable than
concentrating on the retrieval techniques used.
When serious work on SDR began early in the
decade, this was not evident. Speci®cally, it was
thought that it might be necessary to develop
special-purpose retrieval devices to compensate for
the particular characteristics of imperfect tran-
scriptions but, at least for the type of test material
used, there has appeared to be more mileage in
trying to apply retrieval techniques already proven

1 There are separate problems to overcome in accepting

spoken requests.
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for the text case to recogniser output than in
starting afresh in devising retrieval approaches for
speech data. It remains to be shown whether this
holds for low-quality speech, and also what the
e�ects of, e.g., very short queries and/or docu-
ments might be, though retrieval is a coarse task
and so is resistant to some degree of error in
content representation. Given the growing impor-
tance of speech material, the apparent dominance
of retrieval methods over recognition re®nement,
as so far illustrated by TREC, is a ®nding as rel-
evant to the speech as to the retrieval communities;
however given the small scale of evaluations so far,
there is still reason to explore potential di�erences,
as further below.

Our tests as a whole have thus applied a range
of familiar general ideas, of varying proven value
for text retrieval, to the speech case, both indi-
vidually and in combination: we concentrate on
the latter here. The formal framework for this re-
search is presented in Sections 2 and 3, with the
experimental procedure and system description in
Section 4. Results are given in Section 5 and con-
clusions are drawn in Section 6.

1.1. Unusual symbols

2. A brief description of the probabilistic retrieval

model (PRM)

The PRM framework (Sp�arck Jones et al.,
1998) is not too prescriptive on document repre-
sentation. Here, we address the relation between
the notion of query and document index terms and

the more ordinary notion of words. In Section 3,
we show how more complex relations can be es-
tablished to enrich the document representation.

The PRM is based on the idea that documents
are ranked by the retrieval engine in order of de-
creasing estimated probability of relevance
PQ�RjD�. 2 The relevance R is taken to be a basic,
binary criterion variable. D is a random variable
taking values in the document universe XD.

For a given document collection, XD is a set of
possible events, each event corresponding to the
occurrence of a particular document and docu-
ment representation. The query Q is used in the
creation of the document representation and
therefore is necessary to de®ne XD.

Suppose, for the moment, that the query terms
are just plain words. By assuming all query words
are independent, a document event can be repre-
sented as the set of couples �w;wf �w; d�� for all
query words w, where the word frequency wf �w; d�
is the number of occurrences of w in document d.
By way of illustration, a small but complete re-
trieval example could be given by:

e1 � f�information; 1�; �retrieval; 1�g
e2 � f�information; 1�; �retrieval; 0�g

XD � fe1; e2g
XR � fyes; nog

P�R � yes jD � e1� > P�R � yes jD � e2�:

The original query word frequencies within a
document therefore provide basic predictors of
relevance. However, we should bear in mind that
the query words are derived from the user's orig-
inal request, which in turn conveys a need which
could have been expressed di�erently. In addition,
as queries are just word sets, the same set could
have been extracted from di�erent text requests. In

Query: ``information retrieval''
1st doc.: ``information retrieval is no easy task''
2nd doc.: ``speech is an information rich medium''

at atomic term
atf atomic term frequency
tf term frequency
wf word frequency
idf inverse document frequency
adl average document length
ndl normalised document length
dl document length
st stemming function
sempos Semantic Poset function
brf blind relevance feedback

function

2 To estimate PQ�RjD�, additional information outside the

document universe as de®ned through the query terms, such as

the document length, may be used.
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the next section, we review various ways of mod-
ifying the document universe: some are well es-
tablished, others less so, but we believe they are
worthy of further study, both in general and in
news-based applications. More speci®cally, we in-
troduce Semantic Posets as an appropriate char-
acterisation for particular forms of modi®cation.

3. Modi®cations of the document universe

3.1. Compound words

Context can change the meaning of words dra-
matically. One method of taking context into ac-
count is to treat a given sequence of words as an
irreducible atomic semantic unit. The atomic terms
in this approach are either individual words or
multi-word sequences that are treated as explicit
and undecomposable. Some proper names (e.g.
New York) may be such compound words. Then,
assuming some method of forming the compound
word vocabulary U, this can then be added to the
single-word vocabulary (extracted from the docu-
ment collection) to give the new atomic term
vocabulary V .

Both the original queries and documents are
segmented so that the longest possible sequence of
words in V is always preferred. For example,
suppose U contain the sequence new-york, then the
sentence ``New York is in USA but York is in the
county of North Yorkshire'' produces ``new-york

is in the usa but york is in the county of north
yorkshire''. 3

A new document universe is now de®ned in a
similar way to before, but with the notions of
word and word frequency replaced by those of
atomic term at 2 Q 0 and atomic term frequency
atf �at; d�, where Q 0 is the query formed from V .
Following standard lines of argument about in-
dexing speci®city, these new atomic terms should
act as better relevance predictors than the previ-
ous ones. For example, a document about New
York is not likely to be relevant to a query about

York and vice versa. Such compound words
should however only be used when there are no
alternative ways of expressing the same concept
using some or all of the constituent words. Thus
information retrieval should not be de®ned as a
compound word since we may have the alternative
retrieval of information or simply retrieval alone.
Our approach to compound words is therefore
more restricted, but hopefully more accurately
targeted, than those generally applied (see, e.g.,
Mitra et al., 1997).

3.2. Removing stop words

Non-content words (e.g. the, at, with, do; . . .)
are generally of no retrieval value (Fox, 1992).
Most IR systems de®ne a set S of these stop words
and remove them from both the queries and the
documents.

The new document universe is de®ned with a set
of query atomic terms at 2 �Q 00 � Q 0 ÿ S� and an
atomic term frequency function:

atf �at; d�

� 0 8at 2 S;

number of occurrences of at in d 8at 62 S:

(

3.3. Stemming

Stemming (Porter, 1980) allows the system to
consider the words with a (real or assumed) com-
mon root as a unique semantic class. For an
atomic term ati, a corresponding set of atomic
terms st�ati� exists which share the same stem
(e.g.st�trains� � ftrain; trainer; trained; training;
trains . . .g, where trains is used simply as the set
label, not to show the linguistic form of the stem.).

We now de®ne a term t as a set of atomic terms.
In this particular case, t � st�at�. The term fre-
quency tf �t; d� is then de®ned as

tf �t; d� �
X
at2t

atf �at; d�:

The corresponding events making up the docu-
ment universe are therefore de®ned as3 As opposed to ``new york is . . .''.
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ei �
[

at2Q00
f�st�at�; tf �st�at�; di��g:

An example at this stage would look like:

Query: ``Trains in New York''
1st doc.: ``There is a train in New York''
2nd doc.: ``The trainer is training in New York''
st(trains)� {trainer, train, training}
st(new-york)� {new-york}

e1 � f�st�trains�; 1�; �st�new-york�; 1�g;
e2 � f�st�trains�; 2�; �st�new-york�; 1�g

P �R � yes jD � e1� < P �R � yes jD � e2�:

3.4. Semantic posets

It is also possible to use a list of equivalence
classes of terms to allow more complex associa-
tions. We assume that the user's original query
words refer to semantic units rather than just
words. Words which share the same meaning
should therefore be considered as equivalent. A
simple equivalence list can be used to process
synonyms in the way that the stemming procedure
deals with the di�erent forms of individual
words.

In addition, we can assume that if the user is
interested in a general semantic entity, then s/he is
also interested in more speci®c entities which are
seen as part of it. For instance, the word Europe

may refer to the class containing the names of all
European countries, regions and cities, whilst the
word England only refers to the class containing
the English county and city names.

Several attempts to exploit this particular
kind of semantic structure within the framework
of automatic indexing have been described
in the literature, e.g., Salton and Lesk (1971),
Voorhees (1994) and Mandala et al. (1999) report
TREC experiments with WordNet in particular.
There is some slight evidence from TREC as a
whole that if information about speci®c proper
name relations (as in the geographic case) is
available, this may be moderately useful. The evi-
dence for the value of semantic relations generally,
unless applied by humans in careful manual

searching, is weak; i.e., there appears to be no
material advantage for such purposes as query
expansion in using explicit, rather than implicit,
statistically captured relations. We have, however,
considered thesaural relations here as part of our
attempt to explore possible di�erences between
spoken document and text retrieval, in relation
both to applying techniques to the former that
have been found bene®cial for the latter and to
checking whether methods that have not been re-
quired in the `easy' text case might still be helpful,
because of genre di�erences or poor transcription,
in the more di�cult speech case. However, espe-
cially as our query set is small, we have not been
able to draw ®rm conclusions about any text/
speech di�erences.

We ®nd it convenient to represent this behav-
iour of term classes by considering a semantic
partially ordered set (poset) (Dushnik and Miller,
1941) which contains the meaning M�ati� of each
atomic term ati.

The equivalence relation for poset P , �P , could
be taken from a synonym thesaurus and the strict
partial ordering <P relation from a hyponym
thesaurus. An atomic term at is considered more
speci®c than at0 if (and only if) M�at�6 P M�at0�.
The two thesauri are kept consistent by ensuring
that the properties of posets are not broken.

We de®ne the function sempos which assigns the
set of equivalent or more speci®c atomic terms to a
given atomic term at

sempos�at� �
[

at0 :M�at0�2P

fat0g : M�at0�6 P M�at�:

The document universe is then de®ned from the
events

ei �
[

at2Q00
f�st�sempos�at��; tf �st�sempos�at��; di��g:

Fig. 1 shows an example of a poset representing
geographic locations and sub-locations using a
tree structure to show the partial ordering relation.

3.5. Blind relevance feedback

Some words which do not appear in the query
may still act as good predictors of relevance,
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though they may be di�cult to ®nd directly
through individual query terms. As is well
known, information about the relevance of doc-
uments can be used to identify words that are
good relevance predictors, and hence to re-weight
existing query words or add new ones. It is also
possible, when explicit relevance information is
lacking, just to assume that the highest ranked
documents in an initial search are relevant. We
use such blind relevance feedback (BRF) in query
expansion to add the top T terms drawn from the
top B retrieved documents, where the top T are
de®ned by their O�er Weight 4 as described in
(Sp�arck Jones et al., 1998). This new set of tuples
(term, term frequency), that we call brf �XD� is
added to the previous document universe, thus
producing the new document universe, de®ned
from the events

e0i � brf �XD� [ ei;

where e0i is the new event related to document di

and created from the previous event ei and docu-
ment universe XD.

Query expansion using assumed relevance in-
formation has become popular in TREC (Sp�arck
Jones, 2000) and some SDR participants (e.g.,
Abberley et al., 1999; Singhal and Pereira, 1999;
Allan et al., 1999) have shown it is pro®table in the
SDR domain.

We may also, by analogy with several uses of
such additional resources by TREC participants
(e.g., Singhal and Pereira, 1999), add terms taken

from the document universe of a parallel corpus,
in parallel blind relevance feedback (PBRF), in
particular from a parallel text corpus, larger and
cleaner than the automatically transcribed test ®le.
It will be evident that while all indexing a�ects the
document universe, some of the devices listed,
notably the use of Semantic Posets, are particu-
larly motivated by the wish to make query ex-
pansion more e�ective.

4. Experiments

4.1. Data

The experiments reported here use the TREC-7
SDR test data. The audio documents are from
American broadcast radio and TV news pro-
grammes which have been manually divided into
separate news stories. The test requests are simple
natural language text, such as ``Where are com-
munists and communist organizations active in
the world today?''. In TREC-7, the participating
teams had to transcribe the audio automatically
and run an IR engine on this transcription to
provide a ranked list of matching, i.e., potentially
relevant, documents. Independent human rele-
vance assessments were used to evaluate the
ranked list and to determine standard perfor-
mance measures based on precision (percent of
retrieved documents which are relevant) and recall
(percent of relevant documents which are re-
trieved).

Table 1 describes the main properties of the
audio document data, while Table 2 describes the
request/relevance data. It should be noted that
from the retrieval point of view this is an extremely
small document set, although it is large by con-
ventional ASR standards.

4 A particular formula is given in Section 4.3.4.

Table 1

Description of data used

Nominal length of audio 100 hours

Number of documents 2,866

Number of di�erent shows 8

Approx. number of words

(before any indexing operation)

770,000

Average document length 269 words

Fig. 1. Example of Geographic Semantic Poset.
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4.2. Transcription used

The experiments reported in this paper use the
manually generated transcriptions provided by
NIST as the reference set for retrieval perfor-
mance, two baseline transcriptions, Base 1 and
Base 2, generated by NIST using instantiations of
the SPHINX-3 recognition system provided by
CMU, and our own HTK transcriptions. These
document versions were mandatory for runs in
the 1997 TREC-7 full SDR evaluation (Garofolo
et al., 1999). Results are also reported for the
transcriptions from Dragon (Allan et al., 1999),
AT&T (Singhal et al., 1999), She�eld University
(Abberley et al., 1999) and DERA (second system)
(Nowell, 1999) which we used as cross-recogniser
conditions in the evaluation.

In this paper, we only describe our own tran-
scription system, the description of the others can
be found in (Voorhees and Harman, 1999).

4.2.1. The HTK transcription system
The transcription of spoken documents was

done using part of our HTK broadcast news
transcription system (Woodland et al., 1998).

The input data is presented to the system as
complete episodes of broadcast news shows and
are ®rst converted to a set of segments for further
processing (Hain et al., 1998). The segmentation
uses Gaussian mixture models to divide the audio
into narrow and wide-band, and also to discard
parts of the audio stream that contain no speech
(typically pure music). The output of a phone
recogniser is used to determine the ®nal segments
which are intended to be acoustically homoge-
neous.

Each frame of input speech to be transcribed is
represented by a 39 dimensional feature vector

that consists of 13 (including c0) cepstral parame-
ters and their ®rst and second di�erentials. Ceps-
tral mean normalisation is applied over a segment.

The HTK system uses cross-word context-
dependent hidden Markov models (HMMs), in
which the context dependent states are clustered
using decision tree techniques and the state output
distribution modelled using Gaussian mixtures
(Young and Odell, 1994). The pronunciations for
the system's 65k word vocabulary are taken from
the LIMSI 1993 WSJ dictionary augmented by
automatically produced pronunciations from a
text-to-speech system along with hand corrections.
The full HTK system (Woodland et al., 1998)
operates in multiple passes and uses complex lan-
guage models applied using lattice rescoring and
quinphone HMMs. This system gave a word error
rate (WER) of 16.2% in the 1997 DARPA Hub4
broadcast news evaluation.

The TREC-7 HTK SDR system uses the ®rst
two passes from the full system in a modi®ed form
to reduce computational requirements. The ®rst
pass uses gender-independent, bandwidth-depen-
dent cross-word triphone models with a trigram
language model to produce an initial transcription.
This ®rst-pass transcription is used to select the
most likely gender of the speaker for each segment
by alignment with gender speci®c models. The
segments for each show (within gender and within
bandwidth) are then grouped using output top-
down covariance-based clustering algorithm
(Johnson and Woodland, 1998). The ®rst pass
transcriptions are used to generate adaptation
transformations for each segment cluster using
maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR)
(Leggetter and Woodland, 1995; Gales and
Woodland, 1996).

A second recognition pass through the data is
then performed using a bigram language model to
generate word lattices using adapted gender and
bandwidth speci®c HMMs. These bigram lattices
are expanded using a 4-gram language model and
the best path through these lattices gives the ®nal
output. This system runs in about 50 times real-
time on a 300-MHz Sun Ultra2 and achieves an
error rate of 17.4% on the 1997 Hub4 evaluation
data. It should, however, be noted that the error
rates on Hub4 data and TREC data are not strictly

Table 2

Description of request and relevance sets used

Number of requests 23

Average length of request

(before any indexing operation)

14.7 words

Number of relevant documents 390

Average number of relevant documents

per request

17.0 docs
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comparable: the TREC references are of a lower
quality and the data is more di�cult.

The HMMs used in TREC-7 were trained on 70
hours of acoustic data and the language model was
trained on manually transcribed broadcast news
spanning the period of 1992 to May 1997 supplied
by the LDC and Primary Source Media (about 152
million words in total). The language model
training texts also included the acoustic training
data (about 700k words), and 22 million words of
text from the Los Angeles Times and Washington
Post covering the span of the evaluation period
(June 1997 to April 1998 inclusive).

Using all these sources a 65k word-list was se-
lected from the combined word frequency list,
whilst ensuring that the number of new pronunci-
ations which had to be created remained manage-
able. The ®nal word-list had an out-of-vocabulary
rate of 0.3% on the TREC-7 data. The overall
system gave a WER of 24.8% which corresponded
to a story-averaged Processed Term Error Rate
(PTER) (Johnson et al., 1999a) (which more closely
represents the error rate as seen by the retriever) of
34.6%.

4.2.2. Other transcriptions
Traditionally, WER has been used to report the

performance of a speech recogniser. However,
since this requires an alignment of the transcrip-
tions and thus is word-order dependent, it does not
seem appropriate in a retrieval context when word
order is not important. To model the input to the
retriever more closely, a term error rate (TER) has
been introduced (Johnson et al., 1999a) which does
not depend on word order and counts substitution
errors (where one word is misrecognised as a dif-
ferent one) as two errors, since a correct word is
missing and a spurious word is added.

This can also be calculated after preprocessing,
to take into account the e�ects of stopping, stem-

ming etc., and it has been shown that this PTER
can o�er a better predictor of retrieval perfor-
mance than WER (Johnson et al., 1999b). The
recogniser transcriptions used for the tests de-
scribed in this paper, are therefore compared for
WER, TER (original words) and PTER (after
processing), as shown in Table 3, where TER and
PTER are averaged over stories.

4.3. Retrieval systems

4.3.1. Baseline system (BL)
Our current SDR baseline system, BL, uses

most of the strategies applied in our TREC-7 SDR
evaluation system.

The list of compound words was generated for
geographical names taken from a travel web server
(for example: New-York, New-Mexico, Great-
Britain). The compound name processing de-
scribed in Section 3.1 was applied.

Stopping as described in Section 3.2 was then
applied using a list of 400 stop words. Finally,
stemming as described in Section 3.3 was imple-
mented using Porter's algorithm, along with an
extra stage to correct possible incorrect spellings
in the manual transcriptions. These devices are
query-independent and therefore were implemented
as a text pre-processing phase on the queries and
documents. The resulting index ®le was then gen-
erated. It notes the number of documents in the
collection N , the length of each document, dl�dj�,
the number of documents containing each term,
n�ti�, and the number of times the term occurs in
the given document (term frequency), tf �ti; dj�.

We have also used one query-dependent device,
which has been found of modest value with our
test data. With our comparatively short requests
there is no reason to consider within-query term
frequency. But we have applied part-of-speech
weighting to the query terms, using syntactic

Table 3

Error rates for the transcriptions

HTK ATT Dragon Base1 She� Base2 DERA

WER 24.8 31.0 29.8 34.6 35.8 47.1 61.5

TER 35.7 40.7 42.0 50.1 49.1 69.8 90.0

PTER 34.6 39.7 41.6 48.5 50.4 68.9 93.0
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categories identi®ed by applying a local tagger
(Knight, 1998) to the source requests and weights
de®ned by Table 4. These particular values were
found optimal on the TREC-6 document set
(Johnson et al., 1999b).

The document representations we have de-
scribed can be exploited, according to the model of
Sp�arck Jones et al. (1998), to give a document-
query matching score and hence a search output
ranking of retrieved documents. In our case the
score takes account, in a simple way, of the query
term part-of-speech weights. Thus we ®rst use the
model to de®ne the combined weight cw�ti; dj� for
a query term ti:

cw�ti; dj� � �log N ÿ log n�ti�� � tf �ti; dj� � �K � 1�
K � �1ÿ b� b � ndl�dj�� � tf �ti; dj� ;

�1�

n�ti� �
X
di2D

0 tf �ti; di� � 0;
1 tf �ti; di� > 0;

�
�2�

dl�dj� �
X
w2V

tf �w; dj�; �3�

ndl�dj� � dl�dj� � NP
d2D dl�d� ; �4�

where V is the term vocabulary for the whole
document collection D and K and b are tuning
constants. We then de®ne the part-of-speech
modi®ed combined weight pos cw�ti; dj� for ti as
pos cw�ti; dj� � pos�ti� � cw�ti; dj�, where pos�ti� is
the part-of-speech weight according to Table 4,
and sum the values of pos cw for all matching
terms to obtain the ®nal document score.

4.3.2. Adding Geographic Semantic Posets (GP)
Location information is very common in re-

quests in the broadcast news domain. Our ®rst
extension of our TREC-7 system implements the

expansion of geographic names occurring in the
original query of the BL system into the list of
their components, e.g.,

US ! Alabama; . . . ;Ohio; . . . ;Wyoming

Atlanta; . . . ;New-York; . . . ;

Washington-D:C:; . . . ;

We manually built a Semantic Poset containing
484 names of continents, countries, states and
major cities, extracted from a travel web server.
The poset is represented by a semantic tree whose
nodes are location names and edges are the con-
tains relation. The process of using posets, de-
scribed in Section 3.4 is applied, creating a new
index term for each sempos�at�, with at 2 Q00.

4.3.3. Adding WordNet Hyponyms Posets (WP)
This approach can be generalised to every

kind of term, provided that they only have one
possible sense in the document ®le. We obtained a
list of unambiguous nouns from WordNet 1.6
(Fellbaum, 1998) and then, assuming that these
words are actually unambiguous in the ®le and
also in the query, generated the corresponding
noun-hyponym trees (is-a relation). For instance,
the query term disease is expanded into ¯u and
malaria, but words like air (e.g. gas or aviation or
manner) are ignored in this expansion process as
they have more than one sense. In these experi-
ments we do not consider WordNet compound
words, as their proper handling is much more
complicated than in the geographic names domain.

4.3.4. Adding Parallel Blind Relevance Feedback
(PBRF)

Five di�erent parallel corpora have been used
for testing this method. They are subsets of the
Primary Source Media (PSM) broadcast news
transcriptions used to train the language model of
our speech recognition system and were created
from manually transcribed broadcast news collec-
tions covering the years 1993 to 1997. They do not
overlap with the TREC-7 collection recording time
(see Table 5).

In the feedback stage, when using the parallel
corpus, the ®ve terms with the highest O�er
Weight were appended to the query. The O�er

Table 4

Part-Of-Speech (POS) weights values

Proper noun 1.2

Common noun 1.1

Adjective and adverbs 1.0

Verbs and the rest 0.9
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Weight of a term ti, following Sp�arck Jones et al.
(1998), is

ow�ti� � r � log
�r � 0:5��N ÿ nÿ B� r � 0:5�
�nÿ r � 0:5��Bÿ r � 0:5� ;

where B is the number of top documents which are
assumed relevant, r the number of assumed rele-
vant documents in which at least one at 2 ti oc-
curs, n the total number of documents in which at
least one at 2 ti occurs and N the total number of
documents. For these experiments we used B � 15.

The way expansion terms were exploited was
motivated by the idea that the value of informa-
tion embodied in O�er Weights based on Blind
Feedback, and especially on Parallel Blind Feed-
back, is limited; so it should be viewed only as a
modi®er of a query term's basic weight, and a
weight based on putative relevance data should
not be substituted for the basic weight in the model
style of Sp�arck Jones et al. (1998). But at the same
time, given that the document data do not specify
part of speech, this element of the weighting
should be discarded for any original query term
`boosted' by appearing in the expansion set (new
expansion terms could only have some `neutral'
part-of-speech weight of, say, 1, which could safely
be ignored). All expansion terms, whether original
query terms or new ones, were therefore weighted
with ow�ti� � cw�ti�. At the same time, original
terms not boosted into the expansion set on O�er
Weight could be seen as so lacking in relevance
information as to justify retaining their original
weighting only. This rather complex set of as-
sumptions needs further investigation. Caution in
relying on the Blind Feedback data was similarly a

reason for using only a small expansion set of ®ve
terms.

4.3.5. Adding Blind Relevance Feedback (BRF)
The BRF process was also applied to the actual

TREC-7 corpus. This time, only one term was
added from the top ®ve documents that were re-
trieved for each PBRF-expanded query in order to
re¯ect the smaller nature of the collection. This
was perhaps over modest, but by choosing the best
candidate, with a good chance of being helpful
even on weak information, such limited expansion
might be useful.

5. Results

The ®ve systems described in Section 4.3 were
evaluated on the TREC-7 SDR test data. Speci®-
cally, the comparison is across BL and BL pro-
gressively augmented using GP, WP, PBRF and
BRF as shown in Table 6. There is a subsidiary
comparison between the di�erent corpora for
PBRF.

The two evaluation measures which are used in
this paper are Average Precision (AvP) and Pre-
cision at document cut-o� 15 (P@15). In the case
of AvP, Precision is calculated after each relevant
document is retrieved (if no relevant document is
retrieved, Precision is 0:0). Precision values are
then averaged per query and query values in turn
averaged over all queries. P@15 is the precision
after 15 documents (whether relevant or non-rel-
evant) have been retrieved, averaged over all
queries (if 15 documents were not retrieved for a
query, then all missing documents are assumed to

Table 6

Illustration of the query expansion process

What diseases are frequent in Britain?

BL {disease} {frequent} {britain}

+GP {disease} {frequent} {britain, uk,

united-kingdom; . . . ; cambridge}

+WP {disease, ¯u; . . . ; malaria} {frequent}

{britain, uk; . . . ; cambridge}

+PBRF + {cold} {blair} {rheumatism} {queen}

+BRF + {cow}

Table 5

Parallel blind relevance corpora

Collection Recording time Number of

stories

1993 January±December 31,515

1994 January±December 37,703

1995 January±December 41,364

1996 January±April 14,484

1997 January±May 18,629

Trec-7 SDR June 1997±January 1998 2,866
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be non-relevant). These are standard measures: see
Appendix A, Voorhees and Harman (1999).

There are some problems about the choice of
a signi®cance test for retrieval experiments, and
our query sample is also rather small. However,
for each performance comparison, we used the
Wilcoxon Matched-Pair Signed-Ranks Test, which
takes into consideration the ranks of the absolute
di�erences of Average Precision between two sys-
tem for all queries. When the Wilcoxon signi®-
cance level (WSL) is lower than 5%, the di�erence
is considered as signi®cant, and the exact value of
WSL is given.

We ®rst consider performance for the expansion
options without feedback as shown in Table 7,
giving AvP for all transcriptions.

The use of Semantic Posets, especially using
both GP and WP, leads to a universal and almost
constant improvement in AvP for all transcrip-
tions. There is, for example, a 7.3% relative im-
provement (WSL� 2.9%) with our own HTK
recogniser. In addition, Table 7 shows that PTER
is a reliable predictor of retrieval performance
when its value is low (up to 39.7%), but becomes
unreliable for higher values (from 41.6% to 93.0%)
as higher PTER values only sometimes lead to
better AvP.

Table 8 shows that we can further improve
performance with feedback using PBRF. Thus
using corpus data for any individual year increases
AvP for all the sets of transcriptions by between
0.57% and 7.67% absolute. For example, using the
1995 corpus, AvP for the manual transcriptions
increases from 52.33% using BL + GP + WP alone
(see Table 7), to 56.26% with PBRF added
(WSL� 1.35%), from 50.75% to 54.01% with
HTK (WSL� 4.15%), and from 36.26% to 41.77%
with Base 2 (WSL� 1.9%).

These results suggest that the size of the parallel
collection is a critical factor: using the years 1996
and 1997, with sizes of 14,484 and 18,629 docu-
ments, respectively, gives less improvement than
using older collections containing between 31,515
and 41,364 documents. Moreover, the 1996 and
1997 corpora have comparable sizes and the AvP
results show no signi®cant di�erence (a maximum
increase of 0.99% absolute for 1996 with AT&T

Table 7

Average Precision (AvP) on the TREC-7 test collection (results

in %) for di�erent transcriptions using the baseline system (BL),

geographic posets (GP) and WordNet posets (WP)

Transcription PTER Average Precision

BL BL + GP BL + GP

+ WP

Manual ± 49.11 51.55 52.33

HTK 34.6 47.30 49.77 50.75

AT&T 39.7 44.84 47.47 48.39

Dragon 41.6 44.27 46.08 46.59

Base 1 48.5 42.95 45.09 46.53

She� 50.4 44.27 46.17 46.84

Base 2 68.9 33.95 35.71 36.26

DERA 93.0 38.70 39.74 40.47

Table 8

Average Precision (AvP) on the TREC-7 test collection (results in %) for di�erent transcriptions using the BL + GP + WP system

augmented with PBRF based on di�erent corpora

Trans. BL BL + GP BL + GP + WP BL + GP + WP + PBRF

Recording year of parallel corpus

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 96 + 97 94 to 97

Number of documents of parallel corpus

31,515 37,703 41,364 14,484 18,629 33,113 112,180

Manual 49.11 51.55 52.33 54.56 55.24 56.26 52.90 53.59 53.42 55.46

HTK 47.30 49.77 50.75 52.47 54.78 54.01 51.84 51.73 51.78 53.47

AT&T 44.84 47.47 48.39 51.83 52.87 53.83 51.63 50.64 50.15 53.50

Dragon 44.27 46.08 46.59 51.46 51.12 52.35 49.35 48.99 49.53 53.32

Base 1 42.95 45.09 46.53 49.98 51.44 52.22 48.65 48.03 47.76 51.54

She� 44.27 46.17 46.84 51.22 52.67 54.51 49.29 49.26 49.91 52.89

Base 2 33.95 35.71 36.26 39.56 40.97 41.77 39.26 40.13 38.79 42.15

DERA 38.70 39.74 40.47 44.56 43.54 43.25 43.67 44.22 43.31 47.33
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and of 0.87% for 1997 with Base 2). In addition,
the 1993 parallel corpus and the 1996 + 1997 cor-
pus have a similar size, but although they are
separated by a period of at least two years there is
no signi®cant di�erence of performance. Com-
paring the performance for years 1996, 1997 and
their combination, we can also notice that a rela-
tively small increase of size does not lead to any
improvement. In addition, even a relatively large
increase of parallel corpus size (last column of
Table 8) does not lead to a signi®cant improve-
ment. Thus the overall implication is that if corpus
size is more important than recency in this exper-
iment, a reasonable amount of data seems su�-
cient for PBRF to reach its maximum e�ciency. In
order to obtain a more subtle analysis of the in-
¯uence of size and recency of the parallel collection
on IR performance, one would need to vary the
number of terms added and the number of docu-
ments assumed relevant in the PBRF process.
However, we have not taken experiments further
since performance must be a�ected not only by,
e.g., the number of documents assumed relevant,
but by properties of the search collection which we
do not have the test data to vary.

Table 9, on the other hand, shows that adding
BRF as well does not have a signi®cant e�ect on
performance. For example, by adding BRF to the
BL + GP + WP + PBRF'94 system with the HTK
transcriptions, AvP is increased from 54.78% to
56.33% (not signi®cant), but when using the Base 2
transcriptions, performance actually slightly de-
creases from 40.97% to 40.41%. While it might be
thought the minimal expansion used with BRF

explains these results, other experiments, not re-
ported here, have shown that a sensible variation
of the number of terms to be expanded by both
PBRF and BRF does not produce much variation
of performance. It thus seems that when PBRF is
used, the addition of BRF, especially if this in-
volves less good quality documents, can hardly
improve a SDR system, though this needs check-
ing on a larger test ®le.

The techniques we have examined can be as-
signed to two classes, namely knowledge-based
(GP + WP) and statistics-based (PBRF + BRF).
Fig. 2 shows the relative contributions of both
these classes to the overall improvement of our
SDR system. It is evident that the improvements
are not crudely additive but that the two types of
approach are partly complementary. It is possible
that the statistics-based feedback techniques re-
quire a high precision at top rank levels. The
knowledge-based approaches promote this preci-
sion and, through the better feedback information
that follows, enhance the bene®ts of statistics-
based techniques.

However, precisely how the two types of ex-
pansion interact, and what form their respective
contributions take, is not clear. Table 10 shows a
direct comparison between the two, for our own
transcriptions, giving precision at document cut-
o� 15 as well as the AvP performance included in
Fig. 2. The measures are very di�erent, but though
Feedback expansion appears to deliver more im-
provement over the Baseline than posets for AvP
as opposed to P@15, there is in fact no statistically
signi®cant di�erence in either case. There are in

Table 9

Average Precision (AvP) on the TREC-7 test collection (results in %) for di�erent transcriptions using the BL + GP + WP system

augmented with PBRF based on di�erent corpora and with BRF on the retrieval document collection

Trans. BL BL + GP + WP + PBRF'94 BL + GP + WP + PBRF + BRF

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Manual 49.11 55.24 54.85 56.47 56.14 54.81 55.88

HTK 47.30 54.78 53.69 56.33 53.79 54.42 55.08

AT&T 44.84 52.87 52.21 54.08 52.00 53.25 53.16

Dragon 44.27 51.12 52.09 52.39 51.64 49.35 50.86

Base 1 42.95 51.44 49.98 49.80 52.11 50.71 51.96

She� 44.27 52.67 50.95 52.72 52.93 52.20 51.97

Base 2 33.95 40.97 38.42 40.41 40.61 40.18 39.73

DERA 38.70 43.54 44.80 44.21 43.23 43.54 44.15
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Fig. 2. Average Precision for di�erent transcriptions and combinations of knowledge-based (WP + GP) and statistics-based

(PBRF '94 + BRF) expansion techniques.
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any case limits to the value of Feedback, since
further iterations, as shown in Table 11, are not
useful.

6. Conclusion and further directions

In this paper we have con®rmed, in a larger
range of experiments than previously reported,
that the degradation of retrieval performance due
to imperfect transcription can be relatively small.
Thus for our baseline retrieval system, and our
HTK recogniser WER of 25%, retrieval perfor-
mance compared with that for the reference man-
ual transcriptions shows a loss of only 3.7%
relative in AvP (WSL� 19.7%).

Further, when recogniser accuracy is good and
WER is low, it is possible to improve performance
using di�erent types of query expansion, based, on
one hand, on thesaural methods, in Semantic
Posets, and on the other on statistical methods, in

Blind Relevance Feedback (BRF). When these
types of expansion are combined, performance loss
compared with the reference case is only 0.2%
relative.

However with such a high WER as DERA's
61.5%, it appears to be much less easy to improve
retrieval performance by using these devices. Thus
while an AvP gain of 14% relative (WSL� 0.001%)
can be obtained for these transcriptions, the sub-
stantial di�erence between automatic and manual
transcriptions remains almost constant. The tests
with the transcriptions from other recognition
systems we have reported follow this pattern,
suggesting that if recogniser output is reasonable
(and taking manual transcription performance as
an upper bound), it is more pro®table to concen-
trate on applying good general retrieval devices
than on speci®c adaptation to the speech data
(e.g., by using expected term frequencies derived
from ASR word lattices). Thus our tests show that
with the HTK transcriptions the combined set of

Table 11

Average Precision (AvP) on the TREC-7 test collection (results in %) for di�erent transcriptions using the baseline system (BL)

augmented with PBRF based on di�erent corpora and with BRF

Trans. 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

1st Iter. 2nd Iter.

Manual 52.82 53.68 53.61 53.00 53.34 53.46

HTK 51.74 53.28 50.29 51.55 52.36 52,53

AT&T 49.10 51.07 51.19 50.97 49.80 50.77

Dragon 49.91 49.97 49.80 50.54 50.20 48.21

Base 1 48.52 49.37 46.71 48.64 48.91 49.29

She� 48.94 50.93 48.88 51.47 50.20 50.28

Base 2 35.02 37.53 39.12 39.12 37.26 36.88

DERA 42.91 41.75 43.32 41.51 41.51 41.66

Table 10

Average Precision and Precision at document cut-o� 15 on the TREC-7 test collection (results in %), for di�erent transcriptions using

the Baseline System (BL), the knowledge-based expanded system (BL + GP + WP) and the statistic-based expanded system

(BL + PBRF '94 + BRF)

Trans. AvP P@15

BL BL + GP + WP BL + PBRF '94 + BRF BL BL + GP + WP BL + PBRF '94 + BRF

Manual 49.11 52.33 53.68 40.29 44.06 42.03

HTK 47.30 50.75 53.28 39.13 42.32 43.48

AT&T 44.84 48.39 51.07 38.55 40.87 40.58

Dragon 44.27 46.59 49.97 37.97 41.45 41.74

Base 1 42.95 46.53 49.37 37.68 40.00 40.00

She� 44.27 46.84 50.93 37.39 39.71 41.74

Base 2 33.95 36.26 37.53 32.75 34.20 35.36

DERA 38.70 40.47 41.75 33.91 37.39 37.68
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expansion devices raises AvP performance from
the baseline by 19% relative (WSL� 0.004%).

The available general techniques include docu-
ment expansion, which Singhal and Pereira (1999)
have shown also has the merit of o�setting higher
WER, and which we have now begun to study
(Johnson et al., 2000). The methods we have
tested, moreover, represent only speci®c ways of
applying the underlying general ideas, and need
more investigation. Finally, like others working on
spoken document retrieval, we have so far been
con®ned to small test collections and have lacked a
proper development collection: we intend to repeat
our tests to see how our methods scale when larger
collections become available.
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